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Why thousands of professionals
use our medical devices every day...
Proven professional expertise in the medical field
Founded in 1965, THERMOFINA is an independent French company
specialised in the manufacture and distribution of sterile and non-sterile
medical devices in the hospital sector and to the general public.
To manufacture and distribute products for the medical community
means being uncompromising in the choice of material, manufacturing
quality, hygiene standards and technical reliability.
By complying with all these constraints, THERMOFINA is recognised as
a true leading professional player.

A specialised range of medical devices
THERMOFINA offers selected medical devices whose adjusted
quality/price ratio is proven by the trust and loyalty of its customers.
We focus our product range on fields of intervention in which we are
experts.
Hand Protection
Medical gloves made of vinyl, stretch, latex or nitrile, sterile or nonsterile, normal or extra long cuff, etc. for intervention, examination or
surgery, you will always find the glove that best meets your needs.
Diagnosis
Our heritage range of diagnostic devices incorporates the latest
technological developments: electronic, ear, forehead, infrared
thermometers, electronic blood pressure monitors, etc.
Urology
Sterile or non-sterile urine bags with anti-reflux valve, drain valve, antibacterial chamber, integrated hook...
Accessories
And other accessories for medical use that complete our product line.
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ORGANISATIONAL
SECURITY
Certified according to

ISO 13485
Relating to Quality Management
Systems

THERMOFINA
ensures a triple security,
regularly checked
by an independent,
internationally recognised
organisation.
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REGULATION SECURITY
VALIDATED BY

MARKING

according to applicable requirements
on Medical Devices (European Directive
93/42/EEC and New EU Regulation
2017/745)
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TECHNICAL SECURITY
Guaranteed by

COMPLIANCE WITH
TECHNICAL STANDARDS
who set performance and features to
products, which are subject to daily
tests justifying their consistent quality.

Quality is at the heart
of your concerns.
It is at the heart
of our processes.
Carefully selected materials
The choice of materials is of prime importance in the
context of our quality process and the high compliance
targets to reach.
THERMOFINA draws on its expertise and knowledge of
the market to stay ahead in this crucial phase.

Manufacturing processes under
permanent control
Since its creation, THERMOFINA works on a basis
of optimal quality, based on unbiased, controlled and
measurable norms and standards.
We use cutting edge technologies to ensure the essential
qualities of products and to achieve their maximum level
of accuracy. Meticulous quality controls at each stage of
production and finished products are, for you, the best
guarantee of reliability.

Certified quality monitoring
Our structured quality system, based on internationally
recognised regulations, allows to better justify our ability
to maintain the consistent quality of our services.
Controlled by an independent body at the organisational,
regulatory and technical levels, it’s a triple guarantee
of security for our customers who benefit from quality
services that are consistent and meet standards or
guidelines in force.

Efficient services for
your satisfaction and peace of mind
Reduce your stocks
DELIVERY WITHIN

to

24h
48h

FOR ALL ORDERS
RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM

Open
continuously
8.30am >
5.30pm
Year
round

Long recognising the strategic importance of inventory management for our
customers, we have sized our on-site storage capacity so that your products are
always available.

Always delivered on time
In addition, our ‘real time’ computer network and our fully integrated logistics
system help ensure delivery within 24 to 48 hours for all orders received before 2pm.
Traceability guaranteed!

Always available when needed
Open continuously from 8.30am to 5.30pm year round, we ensure continuous
monitoring both technically and commercially.

Technological development monitoring and
customer focus are two strong pillars of our
consistent approach in product development
Anticipate changes to better serve you
Member of the European Committee for Standardization
(CEN), we develop our products ahead of the new harmonised
standards in order to meet your expectations and anticipate market
demands.
As an involved professional player, we take pride in our role as
technical consultant by delivering accurate information and advice.
A stated determination continuously improves our human resources
and our working methods. It is also the best way to ensure the
sustainability of the company in order to continue to support you in
your development.

The products you precisely expect
Beyond technology monitoring for the development or upgrade of
our products, listening and following-up on customer feedback
prove to be essential complements in providing you the right product,
the exact product you expect.
From a small technical feature that will make a difference with the
lambda product, to the proper development of ‘intelligently’ designed
packaging to simplify shelving or storage, every effort is made over
the entire chain to offer the most advanced product.
Although all our products are manufactured under our own brand
according to specific requirements and current standards, you
can also consult us for the development of customised products,
designed according to your specifications.

THERMOFINA seeks the total satisfaction of its customers
through listening and precise follow-up, the sustainability
of the company through the continuous improvement of
human resources and working methods, and technology
development monitoring.
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THERMOFINA
is a member
of the European
Committee for
Standardization
(CEN)

